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Belgium and colonies

B
elgium was a founding member of the g p u, but ar never seemed to be popular there. Interna-
tional ar material is difficult to find (at about the same level as Spain and the Netherlands).

Belgium has a deservedly bad reputation as a colonial power, particularly in the Congo (to be fair,
the atrocities were mostly committed during the period in which it was a personal fiefdom of the king,
rather than an actual colony). It had just two colonies.

• Belgian Congo Initially the Congo Free State was formed in 1885, under the personal ownership of
King Leopold ii. Ivory, and then rubber, became lucrative exports. Murder and mutilation were used
by the concessionaires to provide forced labour. After bad publicity, the King transferred ownership
to Belgium in 1908, resulting in the Belgian Congo. In 1960, it became independent, but it took five
years of instability to calm down into a horrendous dictatorship.

• Ruanda-Urundi This was a former German colony occupied by Belgium 1916–24; it became a League
of Nations mandate under Belgium 1924–45, and then a United Nations trust territory, still under
Belgium. In 1962, it split into the two independent states of Rwanda and Burundi, and we know how
that turned out.



Belgium and colonies AR mini-exhibit

B
elgian ar is very difficult to find internationally (not so much domestically). The Dutch terms
(used in Belgium) for ar include Bericht van Ontvang (as in the Netherlands) and Kennigsgeving van
Aankomst/Ontvangst. In the post-Vienna period, the ar fee was paid on the registered item, and

forms were returned under cover. I haven't seen any international pre-Vienna items.

ar forms A 1919 example used from Belgian Congo

ar covering envelopes Two 1912 examples, returned non-registered

ar cards None

ar covers Two in the Vienna period; and a few post-Vienna including one from Congo, and another one
remailed with ar both ways.
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Belgium and colonies AR service
AR form
Belgian Congo, post-Vienna

Returned fromCoquilhatville toMonrovia
(Liberia), 1919. To be returned under
cover; evidently ar fee paid on the
registered item. Via Boma (Congo).

Receiving handstamp of a reli-
gious mission; as if the inhabi-
tants did not already have enough
misery.



AR covering envelopes
Belgium, post-Vienna
Two slightly different ones (typefaces upper left); both non-registered, and would have contained a u s form.

Brussels to Buffalo, 1912.

Jupille to Springfield (ma; misspelledMaas), 1922.



AR covers
Belgium, Vienna period

Gand (Ghent) to Santa Cruz (CA), 1894. Generic Belgian (and colonies') AR handstamp, in use to at least the
1950s. Triple u pu letter rate at 25 centimes per 15 grams, and 25 ctm for each of ar and registration. Sealed
by five wax blobs, increasing the weight.



Belgium, Vienna period

Brussells to Paris, returned to sender, 1896. Generic Belgian AR handstamp. Each of ar, registration, and letter
rate at 25 centimes. One of the stamps has selvedge indicating not for Sunday transport.

Multiple (French) carrier marks, mss and handstamp PARTI SANS
LAISSER D’ADRESSE (left without leaving a forwarding address). Mailed
19 October 1896, returned to the Palais de Justice (court) a mere
four days later.



Belgian Congo, post-Vienna

Elisabethville to Durban (South Africa), 1936. Generic AR handstamp. Each of ar, registration, and letter rate at
2,50 Francs. Blue crayon cross applied in South Africa.

Bunia to Brussells by air, 1959. Generic AR handstamp. Registration and ar fees, 6 Fr each, 5 Fr first weight
surface, and 3 Fr air supplement to Belgium.



France to Belgium, remailed back

France ar cover, forwarded to Belgium, remailed, (1938). Originally mailed as a drop letter within Paris, charged
1.5 francs registration and .65 Fr domestic rate, paid by meter; the ar fee would have been paid on the accom-
panying domestic ar form commonly in use at the time. It was forwarded to a hotel in Spa (Belgium) three
days later. A sticker indicating that the addressee was absent was applied, and Belgian stamps were applied
(for the return trip), probably by the hotel.

The Belgian franking amounted to 4.25Belgian francs, made up of 1.50Bfr for each of ar and registration,
1.25Bfr to France; the 10 ctm Belgian post due stamp may have been for the absence sticker (posted out of
course).

Typical octagonal French ar handstamp. A double ar cover!



Belgium

Charleroi to Prague, special delivery, 1943. Generic BelgianARhandstamp. Both origin and destination countries
were occupied by the Nazis. Rated 5 Francs exprès, plus 1,75 Fr for each of registration, ar, and letter rates.
Semipostal (10 + 20 Fr) in aid of difficult winter conditions.



Netherlands and colonies

A
rmaterial from Netherlands is extremely difficult to find, although for its colonies, there seems
to be more material. The Netherlands was one of the only entities to have its (early) ar form
sent separately from the registered letter (although later ones appeared to accompany it). Many

of the Dutch colonies used ar etiquettes, rather than handstamps.



Netherlands and colonies AR mini-exhibit

N
etherlandswas an original signatory of the g p u. ar was rarely used. It is somewhat easier to
find ar material from its colonies. The Dutch term was originally Berigt van Ontvang, changing
to Bericht van Ontvang/Ontvangst, sometimes abbreviated BVO.

Based on a very limited sample, the ar fee was paid on the form in the pre-Vienna period, but paid
on the registered letter in the post-Vienna period; this seems to apply to the colonies as well.

• Curaçao, Dutch Antilles, Aruba These are islands in the lesser Antilles of the Caribbean. Although
ownership of the islands changed several times, by 1815, they were in Dutch hands. Aruba and Curaçao
formed part of the Dutch Antilles, with Aruba becoming independent in the late twentieth century.
• Dutch East Indies Now largely Indonesia, these islands came under Dutch control in 1800. After
Japanese occupation, and subsequent expulsion, Indonesia declared itself independent in 1945; this
was recognized in 1949.
• Dutch New Guinea (Western New Guinea) This had been part of Dutch East Indies, but it was not
ceded to Indonesia until 1963.
• Surinam The lone remnant of Dutch plantation colonies in the Guianas (northern coast of South
America), the rest having been lost to Britain in 1814. Slavery was abolished in 1863 (about the same
time as in the u s). After Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, it was occupied by u s troops in 1941. It
acquired considerable autonomy (as did the other, few remaining Dutch colonies) in 1954, and became
independent in 1975. Sometimes referred to as Dutch Guiana, which is confusing.

Surinam (1897); Curaçao (1915 & 1945) (ignore the machete).
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Netherlands & colonies AR service
AR forms
Pre-Vienna period
ar form sent separately from the registered item; one of the very few jurisdictions which did this. Returned
as folded letter sheet

From Amsterdam to Bünde (Germany), 1881. For a registered letter in the same direction. ar fee of 10 cent.

Its return trip from Bünde to Amsterdam; sent as regis-
tered mail.

Interior of form; resembles French booklet style→



AR form, post-Vienna
Normally, I wouldn't include a domestic use of an international form, but Netherlandsmaterial is so difficult
to find . . . .

From Amsterdam to Leeuwarden (domestic use), 1901. Rated 5 cent, half the international ar fee. The form is
bilingual, hence intended for international use. It was intended (unlike its predecessor) to be returned in a
covering envelope.



AR card
The only one I've seen from Netherlands or any of its colonies; and a very peculiar format.

Returned from Cologne to 's Gravenhage, March 1922 (printed 1922). Very early use for an international ar card.
To be folded and sealed; one of very few entities to use this style of card.



AR covers
Treaty of Vienna period; Surinam

Magelang (Surinam) to Vienna, 27 July 1892. Early in the Vienna period (began 1 July). Ms Avis de Réception.
Rated 35 cent, made up from 25 cent u pu letter rate and 10 cent registration. The 10 cent ar fee should also
have been paid on the registered letter, but this was early in the Vienna period (formerly, at least for Holland,
and probably for its colonies, the stamp was applied to the form, not the cover), at a small provincial office.

Faint central datestamp reads MARSEILLE A LYON/SPECIAL.

Paramaribo (Surinam) to Minneapolis, 1897. Purple AR handstamp. Rated 70 cent, made up from double u pu
letter rate at 25 cent per 15 grams, registration at 10 cent, and ar fee at 10 cent. From the u s consulate.



Netherlands AR covers, post-Vienna

Utrecht to Dornach
(Switzerland), 1915.
MsAvis de Réception,
aswell asVALEUR.
(déclarée) etiquette
(insured for 300 sfr).
Rated 471⁄2 cent:

10 cent for each of
registration andar,
u pu letter rate at
121⁄2 cent, and 15 cent
for vd.

Amsterdam to Zacate-
cas (Mexico), 1917.
Ms blue crayonA.R.
Rated 321⁄2 cent: u pu

letter rate 121⁄2 cent,
and each of regis-
tration and ar at
10 cent.



Curaçao and Surinam AR covers

Curaçao to Guayama (Puerto Rico), 1915. Large purple oval A.R.. Rated 321⁄2 cent, made up of 121⁄2 cent u pu letter
rate and 10 cent for each of registration and ar.

Paramaribo to Baltimore, 1918. Worn version of AR hand-
stamp on 1897 Surinam cover. Rated as above. u s censor.



Dutch East Indies AR covers
Often used a dirty pink ar etiquette.

DEI to Los Angeles, 1922. ar etiquette. Rated 70 cent, made up of double u pu letter rate at 20 cent for the first
weight and 10 cent for each additional, and 20 cent for each of registration and ar.

Loeboekpakam (DEI) to south India, 1929. Slightly different etiquette. Rates now 20 cent registration, 15 cent ar
fee, and 15 cent u pu letter rate. Chettiar correspondence.



Curaçao AR cover

Willemsted (Curaçao) to Montreal, by air, September
1944. Ms AR. Rated 2Gulden; I have no idea how
that is made up. Curaçao censorship and Mon-
treal duty-free handstamp.



Curaçao AR covers

Willemsted (Curaçao) to San Jose (Costa Rica), July 1945. Purple A. R. hand-
stamp. At this time, ar and registration fees were 15 cent each, leaving
15 cent for airmail to Costa Rica. Curaçao and Costa Rican censorship.

Willemsted (Curaçao) to San Jose (Costa Rica), October 1946. Ms AR. Rated as above.



Portugal and its colonies

A
r international material from Portugal is suprisingly difficult to find (the same is true of Spain).
Its colonies' ar material is not proportionately scarcer (although far from common).



Portugal AR mini-exhibit

P
ortugal (with Madeira and the Azores) was one of the original signatories to the g p u. Finding
ar material is really difficult, especially considering that it was a significant European country
and an original member of the g p u/u pu.

The Portuguese term for ar is aviso de recepção. In the non-Vienna periods, the ar fee was paid on
the form or card. The forms were returned under cover.
ar forms Two, 1912 and 1916.
ar covering envelopes Two weird provisional ones with postage stamps applied that I can't explain (1909
and 1912), and two more normal ones—one of which is dated 1943!
ar cards A 1944 example returned from Theresienstadt concentration camp.
ar covers One, during the Vienna period.

Colonies' ar is treated after this.
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Portugal AR service
AR forms

Returned from Brussels to Lisbon, 1912. ar fee paid on the form, here 5 centavos. Intended to be returned under
cover.



AR form

Returned from Beira (Mozambique) to Lisbon, 1916. ar fee apparently for mail to colonies was 2.5 cvo, half the
international rate. Slightly different form. With fiscal stamp, for notarization purposes.



AR covering envelopes (provisional and weird)
Both of these covering envelopes are provisional (in the sense that the formula covering envelope was not
used), addressed to the Telegraphic Office in Berlin (and so would have contained German ar forms), and
most perplexingly, the ar fee was paid in stamps on them. Perhaps the clerks did not understood that there
was no charge for returning ar forms?

Provisional, Ajuda to Berlin, 1909. With nonstandard Accusée Reception. Rated 50Reis, the ar fee at the time.
Returned as registered mail.

Provisional, Lisbon to Berlin, February 1912. With nonstandard Accusé de réception. Rated 5 centavos, the ar fee.
Probably returned as registered mail (upper right is likely a registration number).



AR covering envelopes

For a u s ar form, returned to Buffalo from Coimbra, April 1912. This is the generic style for Portugal and its
colonies. Sent as registered matter.

Really late provisional cov-
ering envelope, Porto deMos
to Cambridge (MA), 1943.
NonstandardAvis réception.
The u s had been using
cards since 1922, and their
ar card would not have
fit in this size envelope
without creasing.
Also returned registered.



AR card

ar card returned from Theresienstadt concentration camp (Bo-
hemia), to Lisbon, May 1944. Based on a similar ar card,
therewas a stampupper right, but it came off in transit,
and a receiverwas applied over the space, at Bohusovice
nad Horí.

A parcel of sardines (lower left) was sent by cpajr.

← JÜDISCHE SELBSTVERWALTUNG
THERESIENSTADT
POST UND VERKEHR
POSTÜBERNAHME



AR cover (Treaty of Vienna period)
Five months after the Treaty of Vienna came into effect. Among other things, it required an ar marking to
be placed on the registered cover, and the ar fee to be paid on the cover as well.

Penafiel to Sao Paulo (Brazil), November 1892. Large purple AR made with pen. Rated 200Reis, apparently
made up as triple rate overpaid by 10Rs (equivalent to about 1¢): 50Rs for each of ar, registration, and first
weight u pu, plus 20Rs for each additional weight. Mourning cover.



Portuguese colonies AR micro-exhibit
These are only the colonies for which I could find ar material:

• Angola Originally settled by the Portuguese for the slave trade, parts of it were colonized by the
17th century, and it took a couple more centuries for Portugal's claims to all of what is now Angola to
be recognized internationally. A twelve-year war ended in 1973 with indepdence, although there was
subsequent and long civil war. It is a large country on the west coast of the southern part of Africa.

• InhambaneA part of Portuguese East Africa, it is a town and district on the east coast ofMozambique.
It had its own postage stamps 1895–1910, following which those of Mozambique were used.

• Laurenço Marques A Portuguese fortress was established in 1787, and a settlement around it de-
veloped—to a village in 1876 and a city in 1887. At that date, it became the capital of Mozambique
(Portuguese East Africa), also a Portuguese colony. Mozambique became independent in 1975, and a
year later, Laurenço Marques was renamedMaputo. Laurenço Marques had its own stamps 1895–1920.

• Mozambique A largish Portuguese colony on the southeastern coast of Africa. It was colonized in
the early 16th century, and became independent in 1975.

• Nyassa Company A private company given land concessions in parts of Mozambique (including Ni-
assa), over the period 1891–1929; at that point, it was abolished. It had its own stamps 1898–ca 1921.

• Portuguese Guinea A tiny Portuguese colony from the late 15th century, located in west Africa. It
became independent and changed its name to Guinea-Bissau in 1974.
• Portuguese India By the 19th century, this had been reduced to three tiny enclaves on the west coast
of India, the largest one being Goa. It was finally seized by India in 1961. It had its own stamps
1871–1961.

• São Tomé & Principe Two groups of islands off the west coast of Africa in the Gulf of Guinea. The
islands were uninhabited until Portugal established settlements in 1502. Administratively, it was con-
sidered part of Portuguese West Africa (Angola), at least for a while. It became independent in the
early 1990s.

• Zambesia A part of Portuguese East Africa (and a province of Mozambique). It had its own postage
stamps over the period 1894–1920.

As with Portugal, the ar fee was paid on the form or card, not on the registered letter, in the non-
Vienna periods. ar cards seem to be nonexistent. It appears that the cut-off year for registration of
returned ar forms (in their covering envelopes) was 1912.

Most of the time, the colonies' u pu, registration, and ar fees agreed with those of Portugal.

ar forms All post-Vienna; two different ones from Laurenço Marques, and one from Nyassa Company.
ar covering envelopes Angola (2), Inhambane, Laurenço Marques, and São Tomé & Principe, all in 1912.
ar cards None
ar covers A wide variety, including an 1899 example using stamps intended to be bisected, sent by a
short-lived route (and rate).
Avis de paiement A 1917 example returned from India to Laurenço Marques.
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Portuguese colonies AR service
AR forms
Laurenço Marques

Unsigned and probably not returned from Windsor (NS), 1902. ar fee paid on the form, here 65Reis (as for all
Portuguese colonies). Intended to be returnedunder cover by registeredmail. However, ar service in Canada,
especially in a small town in Nova Scotia, was quite obscure, and in all likelihood, the form was ignored
(although backstamped). Alternatively, there was no u s consulate in Windsor, and the registered letter was
returned to sender.



AR form, Laurenço Marques

Returned from Bombay to LM, 1903. ar fee paid on the form, still 65Reis. A completely different form.



AR form, Nyassa Company

With registration receipt, returned from Lisbon to Ibo, 1911. ar fee not paid on the form—perhaps there were different
ar procedures for mail between colonies and Portugal.



AR covering envelopes
Angola

From Angola to Buffalo, 1912. Would have contained a u s ar form. Returned as non-registered mail.

From Ambulancia to Buffalo, 1912. Returned as registered mail. This is dated after the one above.



AR covering envelopes, Inhambane and Laurenço Marques

From Inhambane via Lau-
rençoMarques to Buf-
falo, 1912. Returned
as non-registeredmail.

FromLaurençoMarques
to Buffalo, 1912. Re-
turned as non-registered
mail.



AR covering envelope, Portuguese West Africa/São Tomé & Principe

From São Tomé to Buffalo, 1912. Returned as non-registered mail.



AR covers
Laurenço Marques (post-Vienna)

Laurenço Marques to Boston via London, February 1899. Boxed A.R. handstamp. From 1 January 1899 (first day
of effectiveness of the Treaty of Washington, replacing that of Vienna), the u pu rate from lm was 50Rs;
this was via Portuguese packets (or doal ships). However, for an unknown period after that date, for the
route via Cape of Good Hope (to catch the Union Castle line), the rate continued to be 100Rs; since this has
a London registration datestamp, it presumably went via the more expensive route. The remaining 50Rs is
the registration fee (ar fee paid on the form). [Thanks to the late JK Cross for this information.]

The 11⁄2 stamps (intended to be bisected) are of Mozambique, overprinted Lourenço Marques, divided in
two, each half with a value of 50Rs.

LaurençoMarques to Sardhar (India), 1913. ar handstamp is similar if not identical to the one above. Rated 50Rs
for each of registration and u pu rates, paid by single lm stamp.



AR cover, Laurenço Marques in Mozambique

Laurenço Marques to Los Angeles, censored in South Africa, 1940. Boxed A.R. handstamp. Rated 3$75 (Escudos),
made up of 2$ registration and 1$75 u p u rate.

The faint double circle datestamp with 98 below on front and back reads Capetown-Kaarstad.



AR covers, Angola

Angola to Oakland (CA) via Lisbon, 1899–1900. Ms AR. Rated 200Rs (paid by Angolan stamp); this would be
consistent with 100Rs for each of registration and u pu rates, as listed in each of the 1899–1901 tables of
exchange rates to the u s, but not with the early Laurenço Marques cover.

Loanda (Angola) to Roanoke (VA) via Lisbon, 1928. Small rounded rectangular A .R. Rated 2$ (paid by Angolan
stamp); made up of 160Rs u pu rate, and 40Rs registration.



AR cover, Angola
I couldn't resist the rhinos.

Dundo (Angola) to Ottawa, 1959. Typescript aviso de recepção. Rated 4$ (Escudos); I have no idea what the rates
are. Likely intended to to go to the Department of Immigration, not Emigration.



AR cover, Zambesia

Quelimane (Zambesia) to Leipzig, 1900 [philatelic destination]. Seriffed boxed A.R.. Rated 155 cvo; inconsistent
with suspected rates.



AR cover, São Tomé & Principe

São Tomé to Los Angeles, 1907. Seriffed boxed A.R. Rated 100 cvo, made up from 50 cvo for each of registration
and u pu rates. The addressee, Victor Segno, was a well-known fraudster, requesting $1 from people, so that
he could pray (prey) for (on) them.



AR covers, Mozambique

Mozambique to Buffalo, 1910. Boxed AR. Rated 100Rs: 50Rs for each of registration and u purates.

Beira (Mozambique) to London, 1911?. Purple A . R. Rated as above; paid with stamps of Mozambique Company.



AR cover, Mozambique

Pebane (Mozambique) to Junagadh (India) via Alexandria, by air, 1939. Nonseriffed boxed A.R. Rated 11Escudos;
registration and surface u pu rates were 1$75 each; airmail supplement was 7$50??



AR cover, Inhambane in Mozambique

Inhambane to Madrid, 1915. Nonseriffed boxed A.R. Rated 10 cvo paid by Inhambane-overprinted stamp; reg-
istration and surface u pu rates were 5 cvo each.



AR cover, Portuguese India

Diu (Portuguese India) to LaurençoMarques, double rate,
1921. Double oval nonserif A.R.
Rates to other colonies 1 April–31October 1921
believed to be the equivalent of 30 Swiss centimes
for the first weight and 15 ctm for the second,
which translates to 4Tanga; registration was 2T.
The rectangular cancel (front) reads REGISTADA
(registered).
Original address (in Gujarati) struck through.

Reverse shows adhering portion of ar form.
The hexagonal datestamps cancelling the stamps
read DIU on the bottom. This agrees with the re-
turn address.



AR covers, Portuguese India

Nova Goa to London, by air, September 1933. Encircled AR; also with ms AD (commonly used on the Indian
subcontinent). Rated 15Tanga: 2.5T surface, 2T registration, leaving 10.5T airmail supplement.

Siolim (district of Goa) to Byulla (Bombay), shortpaid, 1937. Encircled AR. Rated 3 t, 6 rs probably made up of
registration (2T) and neighbouring country rate (1.5T).



AR cover, Portuguese India

Mapuca (Portuguese India) to Bombay, extra indem-
nity, 1945. Ms AR, to go along with the VD data.
Rate 91⁄2 T; here is a guess as to its make-up: triple
u pu rate at 21⁄2 T for the first weight, and 1⁄2 T for
each additional; registration at 2T, and 1T in ad-
dition for extra indemnity (insurance).



AR cover, Portuguese Guinea

Portuguese Guinea to Chicago, double rate, 1932. Seriffed boxed AR, and typescript. Rated 80 cvo registration,
u pu rate 140 cvo for the first weight, and 85 for each additional, overpaid 5 cvo (less than a u s cent).



Avis de paiement
Laurenço Marques

Returned from Sardhar (India) to Laurenço Marques, 1917. For a money order prepared in LM and cashed in
Sardhar. Rated 5 cvo, which was also the ar fee. Interestingly, bilingual Portuguese-English, with no French.



Spain and colonies

A
r material from Spain is really difficult to find. Its colonies' ar material is not proportionately
scarcer (although far from common). I don't have any ar forms, just two covering envelopes,
one domestic ar card used internationally, and a few covers.



Spain and colonies AR mini-exhibit

S
pain, with a few of its colonies, was an original signatory of the u pu. However, it appears that
ar was very sparingly used. I have no ar forms, and just one ar card used internationally. From
the limited material, it appears that in the post-Vienna period, the ar fee was paid on the form

or card.

These are the only Spanish colonies for which I could find ar material:
• Cuba Spanish colony from the 15th century to 1898, when it was occupied by the u s. For Cuba after
1898, see Caribbean Islands (other)
• Fernando Pó Now known as Bioko, it is an island in the underarm of Africa, now part of Equatorial
Guinea. A Portuguese colony from 1494, it was ceded to Spain in 1778.

I've seen only the one ar handstamp from Spain (see one of the 1938 covers). The rest of the time,
ar is inscribed as a manuscript (as is the frequently the case with the registration markings).

Spain in blue or purple (1938) Cuba (1893)
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Spain & colonies AR service
AR covering envelopes
Cuba (Vienna period)

Returned from Havana to Philadelphia, 1895.



AR covering envelopes, Fernando Pó
Bracketting the changeover from return of ar forms by registered mail to non-registered mail. From these
covers, it occurred (for this colony, and possibly for all Spanish colonies) some time in March–May 1912.

Returned from Sainte
Isabel (Fernando Pó)
to Buffalo,March 1912.
Returned as regis-
tered mail.

Registration struck through,
May 1912.
Addressed by same
clerk.



AR covering envelopes, Spain
Both provisional

Returned from Valencia to Buffalo, April 1912.

Calañas (Huelva, Spain), to Buffalo, February 1913. With ms AR upper left.



AR card
Domestic card used internationally

Returned from New Haven (CT) to Tarragona, 1951. Charged the international ar fee, 15 centimos, paid by stamp.
The card is unilingual Spanish, intended for domestic use only. The reverse was not filled in at all, and has
no postal markings.



AR covers
Cuba (Vienna period)

Minas de Prinicipe to Hartford (CT), 1893. Unusual ar handstamp with Havana incorporated. Rated 25 centimo,
made up of 5 cvo for each of registration and ar, and triple u pu rate at 5 cmo per 15 g.



AR cover, Spain (Vienna period)

Spain to Arkansas City (KS) via London, 1895. Ms accusee réception (written by sender), ms crayon AR, and ms AR
on stamp. Rated 25 cmo for each of u pu and registration, and 10 cmo ar fee.



AR covers, Spain (post-Vienna)

Valladolid (Spain) to Bangkok, 1912. Ms crayon AR. Rated 25 cmo for each of u pu and registration.

Madrid to Buenos Aires, 1913. Ms AR. Rated as above.



AR covers, Spain

Almeria (Spain) to Tampico (Mexico), 1931. Ms crayon A.R. Rated 30 cmo for each of u pu and registration.

Madrid to Boston, 1932. Ms AR. Rated as above.



AR covers, Spain, civil war military censorship

Villagarcia toNewHaven
(CT; spelledNewHeaven,
which is not what I
would call it), 1937.
MsA.R.Rated45 cmo
registration, and dou-
ble 20 cmo puas (do-
mestic) rate tou s;
+ 10 cmo auxiliary
stamp.

Same correspondence, 1938.
Rated60 cmo+ 10 cmo
auxiliary stampon re-
verse; I can't explain
the rates, unless reg-
istration dropped to
40 cmo (+ single do-
mestic rate).

Spanish censorship.



AR covers, Spain

Bilbao to Rio de Janeiro,
military censorship
(Spanish civil war),
1938. Handstamp
A.R.Rated45 cmo
registration, and
20 cmo puas (do-
mestic) rate to Brazil,
apparently over-
paid 5 cmo.

With auxiliary
stampon reverse.

Barcelona to London, by air,
1940. MsAdeR. Rated 290 cmo,
made up from40 cmo reg-
istration, and presumably
210 cmo supplementary air-
mail fee.

Spanish andBritish cen-
sorship.



AR cover, Spain

Barcelona to Derby (CT), by air, 1948. Ms A.R.(upper left). Rated 490 cmo; registration 40 cvo, and 450 cvo
airmail to u s.
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